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UnsoundSoundness - Positively
prepared?

UnsoundSoundness - Justified?

NASoundness - Consistent
with national policy?

NASoundness - Effective?

NACompliance - Legally
compliant?

NACompliance - In
accordance with the
Duty to Cooperate?

This area of mosely common and tyldesley is already saturated with new
build property, and a as a local in this area im not against new development

Redacted reasons -
Please give us details

per say, however it seems that peel holdings are allowed to ride roughshodof why you consider the
over the council and more importantly the people who live in and love thisconsultation point not
area. the main issue is the traffic. every day morning noon and night all theseto be legally compliant,
new houses have caused massive amounts of congestion which puts a hugeis unsound or fails to
strain on the local roads and road infrastructure. if 1 of the local roadscomply with the duty to
becomes blocked for whatever reason its virtually impossible to go aboutco-operate. Please be

as precise as possible. your day to day business. we dont need any more traffic in this area chugging
along past the local primary school, allowing all the noxious gases to be
entering the lungs of our children.
another issue is the amount of extra children coming into the area. the local
schools are aready oversubscribed and underfunded. where will these extra
children go? where are the plans for building new schools? and not to mention
doctors and dentists. you cannot get an appointment with either in this area
unless you are on deaths door these days. again all oversubscribed. where
are the plans to build more? where are the plans to build new roads to take
away the congestion from our lovely area? the busway is fine but again try
getting on it in a morning. no chance because too many people are already
on it so people give up and get in their cars. I have to disagree to these plans
for housing because to me it doesnt look like its been properly thought
through and it should be scrapped in favour of moving the plans to a more
appropriate area.

The only sensible modification that can be made to this is to rip up these
ridiculous proposals.

Redacted modification
- Please set out the
modification(s) you
consider necessary to
make this section of the
plan legally compliant
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and sound, in respect
of any legal compliance
or soundness matters
you have identified
above.
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